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History of Dialectics:

mao’s later dialectics
Previous articles in this series have discussed

Mao Zedong’s philosophical essays up to the de-

feat of the nationalist Guomindang (GMD) and

the formation of a “people’s republic” in 1949.

We continue to discuss his role in the philosoph-

ical struggles that took place in the 1950s, ‘60s

and ‘70s. 

In 1957 Mao gave a major speech that was

prompted by the right-wing revolt in 1956 against

the socialist government of Hungary. The Com-

munist Party of China (CPC) was concerned to

prevent something similar from happening in

China and Mao tried to make nice with the Chi-

nese bourgeoisie. He introduced a new dialectical

concept for this purpose, the distinction between

“contradictions among the people” and “contra-

dictions with the enemy.” This distinction has

some validity, since conflicts among the masses

should certainly not be treated the same way as

conflicts between the masses and the capitalist

class, which can be resolved only by communist

revolution. 
“The People” and “The Enemy”

Mao used the concept of “the people,” how-

ever, as a flexible category to describe whatever

opportunistic alliance the CPC wanted to make

with the enemies of the working class at some

particular time. He included even feudal land-

lords and the capitalist GMD among “the people”

during the war against Japanese imperialism.

After the war, the landlords and the GMD were

moved into the category of “the enemy.”

Mao admitted that capitalists exploited work-

ers, but–amazingly—claimed that there is a “fun-

damental identity of interests” between the

capitalists and the working class! He claimed that

the “national bourgeoisie,” those capitalists not

working closely with foreign imperialists, were

part of “the people,” and that the contradictions

between the working class and these capitalists

could be resolved peacefully if they were prop-

erly handled by the CPC. The violent struggles

of the Cultural Revolution in the 1960s showed

that this idea was merely wishful thinking that

strengthened the enemies of the working class.
The Great Leap Forward

From 1957 through 1959 two major overlap-

ping movements took place in China, the Great

Leap Forward (GLF), a huge program of eco-

nomic construction, and the organization of peas-

ants into “People’s Communes,” which was seen

as a major step toward communism. Major mis-

takes in economic planning, topped off by natural

disasters, led to big failures in food production.

The resulting famine killed millions of people. 

The failures of the GLF intensified the contra-

diction between the pro-communist Left and the

pro-capitalist Right inside the CPC. In 1966 this

contradiction led to the Cultural Revolution, but

in the late ‘50s and early ‘60s it led to a series of

philosophical disputes over issues raised by the

GLF. Meeting with Mao in late 1958, philosopher

Li Da accused Mao of excessive reliance on the

“subjective initiative of the masses,” that is, call-

ing on the workers and peasants to commit them-

selves to making a big effort. Li Da accused Mao

of having a “fever” in his brain. He attacked GLF

slogans about mass mobilization that Mao de-

fended, like “Think boldly, speak boldly and act

boldly,” claiming these ideas were not Marxist.

This became a common theme of the Right in the

CPC.

The truth is that it was not enthusiasm of the

masses that caused failures in food production,

but bad leadership from the CPC. The party di-

verted enormous amounts of labor from agricul-

ture to futile projects, including the attempt to

make steel in a huge number of small “backyard

blast furnaces,” which produced worthless metal

and wasted resources.

Leftists explained that the initiative of the

masses is a material force because there is a “di-

alectical identity of thought and being.” This did

not mean that thinking and matter (“being”) are

the same, which is an idealist view. It meant that

the characteristics of the material world affect our

thinking when we learn from practice, and what

we think affects the world by guiding human

practical actions. This “dialectical identity” idea

became the subject of a long debate between Left

and Right. 

In 1963, Mao endorsed the dialectical identity

view in a short essay called “Where Do Correct

Ideas Come From?”  “Matter,” he wrote, “can be

transformed into consciousness and conscious-

ness into matter.” These transformations are

“phenomena of everyday life,” since our thinking

is affected by the world and our ideas guide the

changes we make in the world. 

Marx and Engels had already said similar

things, so this idea was not new. It is, however,

an idea of fundamental importance for the com-

munist movement. It means that the masses can

change the world by learning and then applying

correct political ideas in the fight for commu-

nism. 

Workers Can Trust Each Other

The main topic of discussion at a recent

monthly meeting of our small church group in

Southern California was how we felt about the

San Bernardino massacre. There was some

good struggle about whether or not we should

rely on the government to protect us, as one

guy suggested. Most of us disagreed. The ru-

lers are building fear to get us to distrust every-

one, especially if they are “different”

in nationality or religion. They want

us to trust only them but they are the

biggest terrorists. 

We also talked about building

community, locally and with people

around the world. For me the high

point was when one woman des-

cribed a project she’d joined to help

homeless people. Originally the

group wanted to connect homeless

people with existing social services.

Then, thinking about the El Niño pre-

diction of a rainy winter, they decided

to start a shelter.

They found a church that would let

people sleep in the pews. As they

started to set up the shelter they 

worried that neighbors would com-

plain. To their surprise, more and

more people started coming by to

help. They brought food, clothes, sleeping

bags, and other things. They even brought dog

food for the puppy.

The shelter has brought the neighborhood to-

gether. Groups of people are signing up to

cook meals for the 32 shelter residents. Most

of the time they stay and dine with them.

To me that’s a small example of why commu-

nism can work. Most people want to help each

other! But we need to get rid of capitalism be-

fore sharing can become our way of life. So I

gave copies of Red Flag to the woman who

told the story and three other group members.

—Church-going atheist 

I Intend to Translate Communist

Pamphlet MMC to Tamil

On January 1, Red Flag received a mes-

sage: “Greetings comrades, this is A.R., a new

member of ICWP in India.” In this short letter

A.R. describes his introduction to ICWP by rea-

ding the Red Flag.

My name is A.R. I am a writer and student

at a college in Chennai which is in south India.

Tamil is the language spoken by about 80 mil-

lion people in South India and other countries.

I can do very good translation from English into

Tamil. 

I have been reading the Red Flag and re-

cently I received all the literature of

ICWP. I was extremely happy to receive

this revolutionary literature, including

Mobilize the Masses for Communism

(MMC). I intend to translate this be-

cause the masses, especially workers,

do not read English. This way we can

continue our struggle and uplift the in-

ternational agenda to uplift communist

goals.

I want to tell you that I like Red Flag.

I have faith in communism and I want to

organize for communist revolution. In

my point of view, I believe that ICWP

would be bringing a revolu-

tionary change in the conditions of the

masses through communism. And Red

Flag will fly high to keep up the motto of

true communism because 

people need real communism. I pro-

mise to spread the communist agendas

to the youth here to spread the party every-

where. In the future I will be able to write more

because right now I do not have a computer.

—A.R. 

“Without revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary movement.” Lenin,  What Is To Be Done


